Self-consistent stationary level
This paper is devoted to the problem of numerical algorithm construction for modeling of disorder indicator of non-stationary multi-dimensional time-series. The central point of theoretical aspect of the model is the so-called self-consistent stationary level (SCSL), introduced in [1, 2] . In one-dimensional case there is a software [3, 4] for calculating SCSL in the frame of the problem of generation ensemble of trajectories. But it is not a convenient instrument to disorder analyze. We want to construct indicator-predictor for disorder in non-stationary sample distribution function.
As it is well-known [5, 6] , the problem of a sample fit can be solved with the use of non-parametric statistics of Kolmogorov-Smirnov test ) ( ) ( sup
for which the following asymptotic representation is valid:
where ) (z K is a tabulated Kolmogorov function (see e.g. [7] ) and N is a sample length. The value of ) (x F N is a sample distribution function of a random value of  with realization values x in a sample window of length N. In formula (2) the significance level approximately is taken to be equal to ) ( 1 z K  . Let us consider a self-consistent significance level for the sample of N length, defined by formula
The solution ) ( * N    of this equation (3) was tabulated in [8] (see fig. 1 ). 
The numerical solution with respect to  gives us self-consistent stationary level from the following equation: We introduce also the value of Non-Stationary Index (NSI) as a ratio ) (
In practice we need to calculate the value of NSI for multi-dimensional timeseries in a real time. The corresponding software is described below.
Numerical algorithm
Numerical algorithm is realized with the use of С++ in MSVS 2017. The data must be presented in ASCII format.
Step 1. The data reading and converting. If initial data are presented in another format, they must be transformed to appropriate format. E.g. for EDF format the data reading is carried out with the use of initial code of the Library Module EDFbrowser to convert the data into ASCII format (github.com/Teuniz/EDFbrowser).
One should point the dimension of time-series (or the number of assigns), the volume of the main sample, the volume of tested sample (TailLength) and main sample step (StepLength) .
So the file under analyze must be formatted as follows ( fig. 2 ). The first coulomb consists of time moments or data consequent numbers and other coulombs correspond to time-series itself.
Fig. 2. A fragment of data set
As a result we shall be given a number of vectors VSet for each assign and a vector vTime for corresponding time moments.
Step 2. The data normalizing.
For each i-th assign the initial data
For the purpose of analysis of indicator efficiency we separate the total data volume into two part: main and tested. For EEG data the main part consists of 6 10 2  data and tested part just before the attack with the length 4 10 6  data.
Step 3. The construction of distribution function of distances between sample distribution functions (SDF) in C norm.
Step 4. Determination of the solution of equation (5).
Step 5. Formation of output data. Now we present corresponding numerical code and block-scheme in fig 
EEG data
We apply further this algorithm to disorder indicator construction for EEG timeseries of epilepsy attack. The data were accumulated by scientific personal of Burdenko Institute. We consider several data sets for patients during 1 hour before epilepsy attack. For each case we analyzed 32 assigns with frequency of data reading 512 Hz. The typical fragment of data is presented in fig. 4 . One should emphasize, that traditional method of correlation analysis and power spectrum estimation [8] is correct for stationary process only. So firstly we analyze Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics (4) depending on data length and use indicator (6) to estimate the stationary level of these time-series.
The typical dependences of SCSL and NSI from the sample length of the main part of data set are presented in fig. 5 and 6 . From these figures it follows, that series are non-stationary. The value of SCSL gives us a typical accuracy of statistical estimation of sample identity. 
Efficiency of disorder predictor
Because of non-stationary character of EEG time-series the indicator of deviation from stationary state is not an indicator of disorder. We have to compare several non-stationary cases with each other or one sample from the first nonstationary distribution function and the sample with the same length, following just after the previous sample, from the second distribution function. Our new indicator of disorder is constructed in a similar way [1, 2] . We suppose, that there is a normal non-stationary level of EEG, which can be determined from the main part of data set. And just before epilepsy attack the deviation of SCSL of some optimal sample volume in a small but statistical sufficient time period from SCSL in normal state can be treated as predictor of disorder.
We define the value of predictor index K as a ratio of SCSL of tested part and the main part of data set:
Here J is defined in (6) . The value of (8) was calculated for all assigns. It was found, that there are several assigns (consisting approximately 30 % from the total number of electrodes), which have reliable exceeding the value of . Corresponding results for 10 electrodes are presented in fig. 7 . From the results presented above it follows, that sufficient number of assigns for indication of disorder can be obtained in the window more then 5500 data. The stability of the deviation K is approximately constant (the value of ratio between average deviation value over this amount of assigns and corresponding standard deviation). The value of median of deviation K is also approximately equal to constant. So the time period of 11-12 seconds is minimal for disorder indication.
Conclusion
In this work we demonstrated the efficiency of new statistical method of disorder indication -the so-called self-consistent stationary level deviation. The principal aspect of this method is the analysis of distribution function of distances between the sample distribution functions in C-norm. Multidimensional time-series is a natural object for testing of non-stationary random process analytical framework, one block of which was presented in this paper.
EEG data set may allows sufficiently complete information for construction various indicators: patterns of the typical quasi-stationary states, patterns of corresponding distribution functions, a lot of materials for testing various stochastic control operators and also a lot of problems with construction of disorder indicators.
The aim of our future researches is to construct software specifically for medicine problems in the frame of statistical analysis of electroencephalography. The application of new non-stationary statistics, presented in this paper, may be rather fruitful.
